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This invention relates to an improved mastectomy form 
(mammary prosthesis). 
Mastectomy forms of various types have been proposed 

‘heretofore, but an object of the present invention is to 
provide a unit which will simulate the breast which has 
been removed and which will have the correct shape and 
feel and weight. It is a matter of some importance to 
the patient that the mastectomy form should be physical 
ly comfortable, and further, that it should approximate 
the removed breast both in its con?guration and its Weight 
as closely as possible. 
With the object of providing such a mastectomy form, 

this invention comprises a backing member with a rear 
wardly facing soft surface to engage the wearer, a pouch 
on the backing member forwardly thereof to contain 
granular weight adjusting ?ll-er material, and a resilient 
member over the said pouch shaped to conform substan 
tially to a breast. 

Such a unit can be worn in a brassiere or can be other 
wise supported, and an attachment loop can be secured 
to the upper point of balance. 
A convenient form of construction can comprise a 

!backing member with a rearwardly facing soft surface to 
engage the wearer, a front cover secured marginally to 
the backing member to curve forwardly therefrom, an in 
termediate membrane also marginally secured to the said 
backing member whereby a front pouch shaped to a breast 
is formed forwardly of the intermediate membrane and 
a second pouch is formed rearwardly thereof, the ?rst 
pouch having a resilient ?lling therein and the second 
pouch having a granular material therein. 
Wool can form an important part of the structure and 

in its preferred form is used as described later herein. 
An embodiment of the invention to which it need not 

be limited is described hereunder in some detail with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevation of a mastectomy form, and 
FIG. 2 is a section of same on line 2-2 of FIG. 1. 
According to this embodiment, a mastectomy form 10 

has a somewhat elliptical ?exible sheepskin hide 11 as 
a backing member. The wool ?bres 12 on the sheepskin 
hide are clipped to varying lengths (according to personal 
?tting) from one quarter to ?ve eighths of an inch, and 
this provides a soft and comfortable skin engaging por 
tion which will not tend to cause dermatitis etc. 
A front cover 13 of woven shrink-resistant wool is 

sewn peripherally around the outer circumference of the 
hide backing member 11. An intermediatemembrane 14 
also of woven shrink-resistant wool is similarly sewn pe 
ripherally and divides the form 10 into two pouches 15 
and 16. 
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The form 10 has a suspension loop 18 sewn thereto 

which acts as an undergarment anchor or suspension, and 
a suspension unit for drying purposes if required, the 
side of the unit to which this loop is attached depending 
on whether the unit is to 'be used as a left or right unit. 
The front cover 13 which is sewn peripherally around 

the outer circumference of the hide backing member 11 
projects forwardly and contains in the front pouch '15 
between it and the intermediate membrane 14 a plurality 
of shrink-resistant wool tops. The rear pouch 16 be 
tween the intermediate membrane 14 and backing member 
11 contains a quantity of granular material 20. In this 
embodiment the granular material used is granulated poly 
vinyl chloride, although there are of course many other 
granular materials, such as for example small beads of 
glass or Panicum seed are equally suitable. 
A consideration of the above embodiment will indi 

cate that the invention provides a mastectomy form which 
is exceedingly simple ‘and of low cost. However the 
form is readily washable, and the amount of granular 
material which is used can be varied so that the form can 
be arranged to balance the breast on the other side of 
the body and thus relieve any distress that the patient 
might feel due to unbalance, while the shape of the front 
cover 13 and the quantity of the shrink-resistant wool 
tops in the pouch 15 control the form shape. Further 
more it will be seen that the form is conveniently warm 
and soft. 
What I claim is: 
1. A mastectomy form comprising a soft sheepskin 

backing member with rearwardly projecting wool ?bres 
thereon, a fabric cover secured peripherally to the front 
of the sheepskin backing member, an intermediate mem 
brane between the ‘fabric cover and backing member di 
viding the pad into a front and rear pouch, a plurality 
of shrink-resistant .wool tops contained in the front pouch, 
and granular material contained in the rear pouch. 

2. A mastectomy form comprising a soft sheepskin 
backing member with rearwardly projecting wool ?bres 
thereon, a front cover of woven fabric of pure shrink 
r‘esistant wool secured around its periphery to the pe 
riphery of the backing member, an intermediate mem 
brane also of woven fabric of pure shrink-resistant wool 
secured around its periphery between the front cover and 
the backing member and dividing the form into a front 
and a rear pouch, a plurality of shrink-resistant wool 
tops in the front pouch, and a plurality of granules of 
resin based plastics material in the rear pouch. 
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